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AN APPLICATION OF THE FIRST INTEGRAL METHOD FOR

TIME M-FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

MOUSA ILIE

Abstract. Analytic behavior of fractional differential equations is often seem-
ing perplexing, thus determination comprehensive methods for solving them
could mostly have a high importance. In the present study, Feng’s first integral
method which is attributed to the ring theory of commutative algebra, is devel-

oped for analytic conduct fractional differential equations in accordance with
truncated M-fractional derivative. Furthermore, some important nonlinear M-
fractional differential equations, such as Burgers-KdV, Klein-Gordon, Sharma-
Tasso-Olever, KdV-Zakharov-Kuznetsev, and Zakharov-Kuznetsov equations

are solved by the proposed procedure.

1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, researchers results are showed that fractional calculus
is used to achieve more accurate results in studies and applications of differential
equations. Although it has only been highlighted since 1974, after the first in-
ternational conference on fractional accounts, it has been shown that in modeling
problems at natural phenomena are more accurate. Fractional differential equa-
tions are studied in various fields of physics and engineering, specifically in sig-
nal processing, control engineering, electromagnetism, biosciences, fluid mechanics,
electrochemistry, diffusion processes, dynamic of viscoelastic material, continuum
and statistical mechanics and propagation of spherical flames. For this develop-
ment, the help of famous mathematicians such as Lagrange, Abel, Euler, Liouville,
Riemann, as well as recently Caputo, etc. was needed. It is possible to define vari-
ous derivatives and integrals fractional. Each definition has its own strengths and
weaknesses and its own properties and thus any of them have a valuable fractional
calculus in theory and applications. At present, there are countless and important
definitions of types of fractional derivatives, each with its own characteristics and
applications [1–3]. Some types of fractional derivatives that so far have been intro-
duced, Riemann-Liouville, Caputo, Hadamard, Caputo-Hadamard, Riesz, among
others [4–10]. Many of these derivatives are defined from the fractional integral in
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the Riemann-Liouville sense. Recently, Katugampola, has presented a new frac-
tional integral unifying six existing fractional integrals, named Riemann-Liouville,
Hadamard, Erdlyi-Kober, Katugampola, Weyl and Liouville [5–7]. In 2014, Khalil
et al. proposed the so-called conformable fractional derivative of order integer to
generalize the classical properties of calculus [8]. More recently, in 2014, Katugam-
pola has also proposed an alternative fractional derivative with classical properties,
which refers to the Leibniz and Newton calculus, similar to the conformable frac-
tional derivative [9]. In 2017, Sousa and et al., introduced an M-fractional deriva-
tive involving a Mittag-Leffler function with one parameter that also satisfies the
properties of integer-order calculus [10, 11]. In this sense, Sousa and Oliveira intro-
duced a truncated M-fractional derivative type that unifies four existing fractional
derivative types mentioned above and which also satisfied the classical properties
of integer-order calculus [12]. During the past three decades, the Burgers equa-
tion, Korteweg-de Vrise (KdV) equation and Burgers-Korteweg-de Vrise equation
(Burgers-KdV) have attracted a lot of attention from a rather diverse group of
scientist such as physicists and mathematicians, because these three equations not
only arise from realistic physical phenomena, but also can be widely applied to
many physically significant fields such as plasma physics, crystal lattice theory,
nonlinear circuit theory and astrophysics [13–16]. Feng presented first integral
method for obtaining travelling wave solutions these equations [13]. The study of
fractional differential equations has demonstrated very valuable over time. Solv-
ing fractional differential equations is very important, due to this fact, finding an
exact solution and an approximate solution of fractional differential equations is
clearly an important task. The author of this article suggest to dear researchers
that refer to the articles cited to see some useful methods for solving fractional
differential equations [14–39]. In this article, is applied first integral method for
solving M-fractional Burgers-Kdv differential equations, and some other important
M-fractional differential equations. The organization of this paper is as follows:
In Section 2, truncated M-fractional derivative is described. In Section 3, the first
integral method for M-fractional differential equations is presented. In Section 4, to
illustrate the proposed approach some important nonlinear M-fractional differential
equations are solved. Finally, conclusion is presented, in section 5.

2. The truncated M-fractional derivative

Definition 1. With β > 0, and z ∈ C, the truncated Mittag-Leffler function of
one parameter is defined by [10],[12]

iEβ(z) =

i∑
k=0

zk

Γ(kβ + 1)
. (1)

Definition 2. Given a function f : [0,∞) → R. Then the truncated M-fractional
derivative of f of order α is defined by

iDα,β
M f(t) = lim

ε→0

f(t iEβ(εt
−α))− f(t)

ε
, (2)

for all t > 0, α ∈ (0, 1), where iEβ(.), β > 0 is the Mittag-Leffler function with one
parameter as defined by in Eq. (1) [12].

Note that if f is α-differentiable in some (0, α), α > 0, and lim
x→0+

iDα,β
M f(t) exists,
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then one can define [12]

iDα,β
M f(0) = lim

t→0+
iDα,β

M f(t).

If the M-fractional derivative of f of order α exists, then we simply say that f is
α-differentiable [12].
One can easily show that truncated M-fractional derivative satisfies all the following
properties [12]:
Let α ∈ (0, 1) and f, g be functions α-differentiable at a point x > 0, Then

A: (Linearity Rule) For a, b ∈ R, iDα,β
M (af + bg) = a(iDα,β

M f) + b(iDα,β
M g),

B: For all ρ ∈ R, iDα,β
M tρ = ρ

Γ(β+1) t
ρ−α,

C: For all constant functions f(t) = λ, iDα,β
M λ = 0,

D: (Product Rule) iDα,β
M (f.g) = g.(iDα,β

M f) + f.(iDα,β
M g),

E: (Quotient Rule) iDα,β
M ( fg ) =

g.(iDα,β
M f)−f.(iDα,β

M g)

g2 ,

F: (Chain Rule) If function f , ordinary differentiable at g(x), then

iDα,β
M (fog) = f ′(g(x).(iDα,β

M g)),

G: iDα,β
M f(t) = t1−α

Γ(β+1)
df
dt .

Definition .3 Let β > 0, α ∈ (n, n+1], for some n ∈ N, and f, n times differentiable
(in the classical of sense) for t > 0. Then the local M-derivative of order n, of
function f is defined by

iDα,β,n
M f(t) = lim

ε→0

f (n)(t iEβ(εt
−α))− f (n)(t)

ε
, (3)

if and only if the limit exists [12].

3. Time M-Fractional first integral method

Consider the time M-fractional differential equation with independent variables
x, y, z, t and a dependent variable u as the following form

F
(
u, ux, uy, uz,

t
i D

α,β
M u, uxx, uyy, uzz,

t
i D

α,β
M (tMT α,β

α u), uxy, ux,z, uyz, · · ·
)
= 0, (4)

which t
iD

α,β
M (.), is meant M-fractional derivative relative to the time-variable t.

Using the variable transformation [13],[16]

u(x, y, z, t) = U(ξ), ξ = x+ y + z − υΓ(β + 1)

α
tα,

where υ, is constant to be determined later, the Eq. (4) is reduced to an ordinary
differential equation

H = (U(ξ), U ′(ξ), U ′′(ξ), · · · ). (5)

Suppose that ODE (5), has a solution as follows

U(ξ) = X(ξ),

and so
Y (ξ) = X ′(ξ).

Thus ordinary differential equation (5), will be changed into a system of equations
as the following form {

X ′(ξ) = Y (ξ)

Y ′(ξ) = G(X(ξ), Y (ξ)).
(6)
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By using the Division theorem which is based on the Hilbert-Nullstellensatz theo-
rem [40], it will be assumed to obtain one first integral to Eq. (6), which reduces
Eq. (5) to a first-order integrable ordinary differential equation. Finally, an exact
solution to Eq. (4) will be obtained, through solving the resulting first-order inte-
grable differential equation [13, 16].

Division Theorem. Suppose that P (x, y) and Q(x, y) are polynomials of two
variables x and y and P (x, y) is irreducible in C[x, y]. If Q(x, y) vanishes at all
zero points of P (x, y), then there exists a polynomial T (x, y) in C[x, y] such that
[16, 40]

Q(x, y) = P (x, y)T (x, y).

4. Examples

In this section, some important M-fractional differential equations are solved by
the suggested method.
Example 1. Consider the time M-fractional Burgers-Korteweg-de Vrise differential
equation, as follows

t
iD

α,β
M u+ δuux + ηuxx + γuxxx = 0, (7)

where δ, η and γ are real constants with δηγ ̸= 0.
Assume that equation (7), has travelling wave solutions as the following form [16]

u(x, t) = U(ξ), ξ =
υΓ(β + 1)

α
tα − x, υ ∈ R.

Substitution of above equation into Eq. (5) and integrating once we have

U ′′(ξ)− rU ′(ξ)− bU2(ξ)− bU(ξ)− d = 0, (8)

where r = − η
γ , a = − δ

2γ , b = υ
γ , and d is an arbitrary integration constant. The

second-order ordinary differential equation (8) is exactly the same converted equa-
tion according to first integral method for solving differential equations [13, 16],
then an exact solution of Eq. (8) is as follows

in the case b = 6r2

25 ,

uα,β(x, t) =
3η2

25δγ
sech2

[1
2
(− η

5γ
x+

6η3Γ(β + 1)

125γ2α
tα)

]
− 6η2

25δγ
tanh

[1
2
(− η

5γ
x+

6η3Γ(β + 1)

125γ2α
tα)

]
+

6η2

25δγ
,

in the case b = −6r2

25 ,

uα,β(x, t) =
3η2

25δγ
sech2

[1
2
(− η

5γ
− 6η3Γ(β + 1)

125γ2α
tα)

]
− 6β2

25δγ
tanh

[1
2
(− η

5γ
− 6η3Γ(β + 1)

125γ2α
tα)

]
− 6η2

25δγ
.

Clearly
lim

α,β→1
uα,β(x, t) = u(x, t),

u(x, t), is an exact solution of Burgers-Korteweg-de Vries equation, which is solved
by first integral method [13, 16]. The 3D graph of uα,β(x, t), is illustrated in Fig.
1.
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Figure 1. Graph of the uα,β(x, t), corresponding to the val-
ues α = 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1, β = 1, from left to right when η = 1,
δ = 0.1, γ = 0.5, respectively.

Example 2. Consider the nonlinear time M-fractional Klein-Gordon equation,
subject to the initial condition as the following form

t
iD

α,β
M (tiD

α,β
M u) = uxx + au+ cu3, (9)

u(x, 0) =

√
a

c
tan

[√ a

2(υ2 − l2)
lx
]
.

Assume that equation (9), has travelling wave solutions as follows [16]

u(x, t) = U(ξ), ξ = lx− υΓ(β + 1)

α
tα, υ ∈ R.

where l and U are constant. Substitution of above transformation into Eq. (9) we
obtain

U ′′(ξ) =
a

υ2 − l2
U(ξ) +

c

υ2 − l2
U3(ξ). (10)

The second-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation (10) is exactly the same
transformed equation according to first integral method for solving nonlinear frac-
tional differential equations [14, 16], then an exact solution of Eq. (9), with the
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initial condition is given as follows

uα,β(x, t) =

√
a

c
tan

[√ a

2(υ2 − l2)
(lx− υΓ(β + 1)

α
tα)

]
.

where

lim
α,β→1

uα,β(x, t) = u(x, t),

u(x, t), is an exact solution of nonlinear fractional Klein-Gordon equation, which is
solved with first integral method [14, 16]. The 3D display of uα,β(x, t), is exemplified
in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Graph of the uα,β(x, t), corresponding to the values
α = 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1, β = 1, from left to right when ν = −1,
l = a = c = 1, respectively.

Example 3. Consider the nonlinear time M-fractional Sharma-Tasso-Olever
equation subject to the initial condition as the following form

t
iD

α,β
M u+ 3au2

x + 3au2ux + 3auuxx + auxxx = 0, t > 0 (11)

u(x, 0) = −
√

2B0 tan(

√
2B0

2
x),
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where a and B0 are arbitrary constants.
Assume that equation (12), has travelling wave solutions as the following form [16]

u(x, t) = U(ξ), ξ = x− υΓ(β + 1)

α
tα, υ ∈ R.

where υ is constant. Substitution of above transformation into Eq. (11) we acquire

aU ′′(ξ) + aU3(ξ) + 3aU(ξ)U ′(ξ)− υU(ξ) + c = 0, (12)

where c is constant. The second-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation (12)
is exactly the same transformed equation according to first integral method for
solving nonlinear fractional differential equations [14, 16], then an exact solution of
Eq. (11), with the initial condition is given as follows

uα,β(x, t) = −2
√
2B0 tan

(√2B0

2
(x− a(A2

0 +B0)Γ(β + 1)

α
tα)

)
,

where A0 is constant and

lim
α,β→1

uα,β(x, t) = u(x, t),

u(x, t), is an exact solution of nonlinear fractional Sharma-Tasso-Olever equation,
which is solved with first integral method [14, 16].

Figure 3. Graph of the uα,β(x, t), corresponding to the values
α = 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1, β = 0.5, from left to right when A0 = B0 = a =
1, respectively.
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The 3D graph of uα,β(x, t), is showed in Fig. 3.
Example 4. Consider the (3+1)-dimensional modified M-fractional KdV-Zakharov-
Kuznetsev equation

t
iD

α,β
M u+ ηu2ux + ux + uxyy + uxzz = 0, (13)

where η is a nonzero constant.
Assume that equation (13), has travelling wave solutions as the following form [16]

u(x, y, z, t) = U(ξ), ξ = x+ y + z − υΓ(β + 1)

α
tα, υ ∈ R.

Appling above transformation into Eq. (13) and integrating once lead to ordinary
differential equation as follows

U ′′(ξ) +
1− υ

2
U(ξ) +

β

σ
U3(ξ) = 0. (14)

The second-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation (14) is exactly the same
changed equation according to first integral method for solving nonlinear differential
equations [15, 16], thus an exact solution of Eq. (13), is as the following form

u1
α,β(x, y, z, t) =

√
−3υ

η
tan

[√6υ

6
(x+ y + z − υΓ(β + 1)

α
tα + c)

]
,

or

u2
α,β(x, y, z, t) = −

√
−3υ

η
tan

[√6υ

6
(x+ y + z − υΓ(β + 1)

α
tα + c)

]
.

Clearly

lim
α,β→1

u1
α,β(x, y, z, t) = u1(x, y, z, t),

lim
α,β→1

u2
α,β(x, y, z, t) = u2(x, y, z, t),

u1(x, y, z, t), and u2(x, y, z, t) are an exact solution of the (3+1)-dimensional modi-
fied KdV-Zakharov-Kuznetsev equation, which is solved with first integral method
[15, 16]. The 3D display of u1

α,β(x, y, z, t), is revealed in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. Graph of the u1
α,β(x, y, z, t), corresponding to the val-

ues α = 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1, β = 0.5, from left to right when ν = 1,
η = 1, c = 0, y = z = 0, respectively.

Example 5. Consider the (3+1)-dimensional M-fractional Zakharov-Kuznetsov
equation, as the following

t
iD

α,β
M u+ ηuux + uxx + uyy + uzz = 0, (15)

Assume that equation (15), has travelling wave solutions as follows [16]

u(x, y, z, t) = U(ξ), ξ = x+ y + z − υΓ(β + 1)

α
tα, υ ∈ R.

Appling above transformation into Eq. (15), we obtain the ordinary differential
equation as the following form

U ′′(ξ)− υ

3
U ′(ξ) +

η

3
U(ξ)U ′(ξ) = 0. (16)

The second-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation (16) is exactly the same
reformed equation according to first integral method for solving differential equa-
tions [15, 16], thus an exact solution of Eq. (15), is as the following

case 1. suppose m = 1,

u1
α,β(x, y, z, t) =

υ

η
−

√
6cη − υ2

η
tan

[√6cη − υ2

η
(x+ y + z − υΓ(β + 1)

α
tα + d)

]
,

case 2. assume m = 2,

u2
α,β(x, y, z, t) =

υ

η
−

√
−3cη ± 3η

√
c2 − 4d− υ2

η
tan

[√−3cη ± 3η
√
c2 − 4d− υ2

η

(x+ y + z − υΓ(β + 1)

α
tα + e)

]
,

where c, d, and e are an arbitrary integration constant.
Clearly

lim
α,β→1

u1
α,β(x, y, z, t) = u1(x, y, z, t),

lim
α,β→1

u2
α,β(x, y, z, t) = u2(x, y, z, t),
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u1(x, y, z, t), and u2(x, y, z, t) are an exact solution of the (3+1)-dimensional Zakharov-
Kuznetsov equation, which is solved with first integral method [15, 16]. The 3D
graph of u1

α,β(x, y, z, t), is demonstrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Graph of the u1
α,β(x, y, z, t), corresponding to the val-

ues (α = 0.3, β = 20), (α = 0.5, β = 21), (α = 0.8, β = 23),

(α = 0.9, β = 24) from left to right when ν =
√
2, η = 1, c = 1,

d = 0, y = z = 0, respectively.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the first integral method has been applied to obtain the travelling
wave solutions of M-fractional differential equations. To this end, a truncated M-
fractional derivative has been used to find the solution. The results showed that the
definition is the simplest tool to obtain the approximation solutions of nonlinear
M-fractional differential equations in comparison to the other definitions. To show
the effectiveness of the approach and simplicity of the definition, some fractional
differential equations with form truncated M-fractional derivative, have been solved.
It can be concluded from the solved examples that the accuracy and efficiency of
the first integral method for solving M-fractional differential equations is the same
as differential equations. The solution of M-fractional differential equations are
exactly the same as the solution of differential equations, when tendency α, β to 1.
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Furthermore, the method presented in the article, can easily be extended to any
M-fractional differential equations with any number of independent variables [16].
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